• OUTLOOK
HYPE
SEU YOURSELF. Madonna and
Spike Lee are the undisputed masters
of self-promotion. Consider Madonna's public displays to promote her
porno-fantasy bestseller, "Sex." Lee
has called on blacks to skip work and
school to see his yet unreleased mov.
!
te, "Malcolm X " U.S. News asked
adman extraordinaire Jeny Della
Femina to comment.
These two people are making a tremendous amount of money without
paying for advertising agencies and
PR people. Publicity is the lastl'free
thing in America, and these people
are the best at it. They know that
reporters are desperate for stories.
Most people hide from the press.
They come out and attack.

BUSINESS

READ KOHL'S LIPS: YES, NEW TAXES
The latest casualty of German unification is the country's reputation as Europe's
invincible giant. Last week, Germany's five top economic institutes issued one of
their gloomiest reports in recent memory - forecasting growth of just 1 percent this
year, with the same stagnant level predicted for 1993. In
1991, Germany's gross national product increased by 3.6
percent. Even more worrisome is the increasing rate of
German inflation, which could reach an alarming 5
percent in 1992, according to the institutes. None of this
is good news for Chancellor Helmut Kohl, who warned
that Germany was' now at "the hour of truth." In an
effort to grapple with the skyrocketing expense of unification - estimated at $100 billion annually - Kohl said
taxes would need to rise in 1995, one year after he hopes
to be re-elected. If Germany shifts course and begins to
cope with unification costs through fiscal policy (spending cuts and tax hikes) rather than monetary policy
Kohl. The mighty fall.
(higher interest rates), the rest of Europe could benefit.
Many struggling countries on the Continent are still linked to the deutsche mark,
and lower German interest rates could boost anemic economic growth.

THE ECONOMY: BEnER,

X marks the spot. More Malcolm
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Madonna keeps accelerating with
something new to report, something
new to get you. She's saying, "I'm
going to see how much I can shock
you, and I'm going to get it into
print every time." Spike Lee is different. He's saying, "I hate you,
you're going to hate me, and you're
still going to write about me, and'
you're still going to read about me."
He is angry. I think that they both
have a strategy to shock, and shock
is really the thing that's behind
PR-whether
it's with the truth,
whether it's with outrageous behav. ior, whether it's with saying things
that frighten people.
Spike Lee has more of a political
goal than Madonna. He inflames
anger and then feeds on it. And
that's how he sells his product. But
in the end - Madonna, Spike Leetheir product is themselves.

BUT NOT BY MUCH

The economy continues to sputter along with the slowest recovery since the Great
Depression. The good news 'was a 2.7 percent third-quarter rise in the gross
domestic product, due to an increase in capital goods purchases and government
spending. The bad news: New-home sales fell in September for the first time since
April; orders for durable goods dropped for the third straight month, and wages,
salaries and benefits posted the smallest growth in five years. Meantime, corporate
layoffs continue: American Express cut 4,800 jobs, Borden cut 3,400 jobs and
General Motors will cut 10,000 more. With last month's consumer confidence
sagging to an eight-month low, retailers are bracing for an unhappy holiday season.

THE RICH ARE STILL GEnlNG

RICHER

The legacy of trickle-down economic policies continues to trickle out. A study by New
York University economist Edward Wolff last week showed that in 1989, the
concentration of American wealth "was more extreme than that of any time since
1929." Wolff found that between 1983 and 1989, the richest American families - those
in the top half percent - increased their wealth by 26 Percentage change in average
percent, adding $1.4 trillion net worth, 1983-89
to their household coffers.
126%
Meantime, the net worth of
those families among the bottom 80 percent fell by 6 percent. Wolff attributes this to
the increased disparity in
American incomes as well as
to the increase in stock prices:
Between 1983 and 1989, the
"super rich" held 29 percent
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of all stock and 41 percent of
data: Economic
all bonds. Future projections
Policy Institute
are no more encouraging.
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